Situation - Thinking – Feelings – Behavior - Consequences
TARGET BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

TALK

GESTURE

-Have appropriate conversations with
others about appropriate topics.
-Encourage others to show positive
behavior.
-Use appropriate volume.
-Speak one at a time; don’t interrupt others
when they are talking.
-Offer positive redirection of peers.
-Raise your hand to talk in a group.
-Talk with your own table and group; not
across groups without permission.
-Use polite manners including the words
“please,” thank you,” and “you’re
welcome.”
-Remain quiet in line.
-Use respectful language without cursing or
calling people out of their name.
IGNORE

-Make eye contact when speaking with
others and when being spoken to: no
rolling eyes, glaring, mean-mugging, or
smacking lips.
-Offer a hand shake to express support for
positive behavior-no gang signs, fake
punching, “flipping off,” or other
inappropriate gestures with hands.
-Offer a smile or nod to acknowledge
positive behavior.
-Keep appropriate physical boundariesSPACE-between you and others.

-Act as though you are not aware of
someone’s negative behavior or language.
-Stay on task, not distracted by negative
behavior or words of others.
-While in line, act as though you are not
aware of distractions within or outside
your group.
-Don’t encourage or feed into negative
behavior.
-Don’t stare, point at, or call attention to
someone else’s negative behavior.
-Don’t laugh at someone else’s negative
behavior.
COOPERATION/PARTICIPATION

-Respect property of others.
-Keep your immediate area clean and free
of clutter.
-Pick up after yourself.
-Keep your belonging in their proper place.
-Keep activity areas neat – dayroom,
classrooms, gym, recreation closet, and
janitorial closet.
-Be in assigned area on time.

AREA

-Accept directions from staff and follow
them in a timely manner.
-Be actively involved in all program
activities: school, gym, group therapy,
meals, chores, free time, and modules.
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